
CGA140 PROJECT 3: PERSONAL PORTFOLIO WEBSITE
Progress Check Thursday, December 15, Beginning of Class
Complete Project Due Monday, December 19 at 5 p.m. for 20% of Course Grade

DESCRIPTION  
For your final project in CGA140: Web Design, build a professional portfolio website for yourself with 
an emphasis on your work as a computer graphic artist. This website must include at least three pages. 
You are welcome to add additional pages, but the following are the required minimum:

1. An informational page about you as a designer. This may include things like an overview of 
your business, mission statement, core philosophy, professional biography, contact information 
and/or links to a resume, social media, LinkedIn, etc.

2. A portfolio page showcasing at least 10 images of your work, preferably computer graphic 
art/design. We' will explore a several methods for organizing this gallery in class.

3. A third page of your choice to be determined by your professional needs. You might include an 
introductory home page, a contact page, a page for sales or something else appropriate.

Your website must utilize HTML and CSS written in a text editor. It must be fully functional with 
working links, galleries, slideshows, videos, forms, etc. It must also be responsive, meaning the design 
is flexible enough to accommodate multiple devices and screen resolutions. We will discuss methods 
for creating a responsive design in class.

Finally, in building your site, make sure you take into account all the elements, principles and 
considerations of design as well as the many philosophies, techniques and approaches we have 
discussed this semester. This is your chance to demonstrate what you have learned!

PROJECT TIMELINE  
Although limited in-class time will be provided to work on Project 3, a strong website will require 
significant outside time as well. Open lab hours are posted in the Mac Lab for those who want to work 
at school. Coding can be done on any computer with a text editor.

PROJECT 3 STEP 1—GATHERING CONTENT

Due Thursday, December 8 at the beginning of class

Brainstorm SEO friendly keywords, analyze them using Google Keyword Planner, organize them in a 
spreadsheet and write page content accordingly. Find, format and organize photographs and/or media.

PROJECT 3 STEP 2—FRAMEWORK FOR A RESPONSIVE DESIGN

Workshop in class on Thursday, December 8

PROJECT 3 STEP 3—PROGRESS CRITIQUE

Due Thursday, December 15 at the beginning of class

Come prepared to discuss your site as it currently exists. It does not have to be completely polished or 
hosted live, but you should submit at minimum a website folder with HTML and CSS for each page 
established enough that we can understand structure, functionality and aesthetic goals. You can also 
share wireframes/static ideations/mockups if it will help us understand your vision. The better we 
understand, the more we can help.
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PROJECT TIMELINE CONTINUED  

PROJECT 3 STEP 4—FINISHED SITE DUE (HOSTED LIVE)
Monday, December 19 at 5 p.m. via a link pasted in a comment on the specified blog post.

CRITIQUE  

There will be no formal final critique for Project 3, but we will have a brief progress crit/feedback 
session on December 15. Please have your project ready for review at the beginning of class by 
uploading the site as a compressed folder to our class Dropbox.

FINAL PROJECT 3 SUBMISSION  
Your finished Project 3 website is due on Monday, December 19 by 5 p.m.  Your site must be uploaded 
and hosted live through Altervista or another company of your choice. Submit by placing a link to your 
finished site as a comment on the turn-in post on the blog, which will go live on December 15.

FYI: I will not check preparatory work for this project such as research, site maps, wireframes, 
thumbnail ideations and mock ups. Nonetheless, it is recommended you take any and all steps 
necessary to create a website that is strong both functionally and aesthetically.

EVALUATION AND GRADING  
Project 3 is worth 20% of your overall course grade in CGA140.

Criteria for evaluation include:

1. completion of all requirements in a timely manner

2. thoughtfulness, quality and suitability of content written or created for the site

3. search engine optimization

4. consideration and addressing of the functional needs of the website

5. quality and suitability of aesthetic choices

6. development of a responsive design

7. "cleanliness" of code and adherence to web standards

8. organization of the website including structure, arrangement of folders and files and naming

9. active, thoughtful participation in critique.


